
Music  is  emotion  and  passion   Azuleo  artfully  expresses  this
perennial truth in a wind of rhythm and melody gathered from the
four corners of the globe. The group's musical repertoire includes
flamenco and jazz sounds, grounded in the rich terrain of Arabic
and  Spanish  folklore.  This  international  ensemble  shines  with
virtuoso guitar playing, expressive vocals, cool saxophone sounds
and  spirited  percussion  beats.  Azuleo  succinctly  captures  the
romance and charm of cultural and musical tradition, tempered by
contemporary  tastes  and  cut  with  the  innovation  of  their  own
personal flare and duende. 

“Some fusion music works, some doesn’t and some simply sounds so
natural that it doesn’t sound like fusion at all; this is what
Azuleo sounds like!  The Spanish/French/German/Palestine flamenco
group “Azuleo” mix Middle Eastern flutes; Spanish flamenco guitar,
percussion and vocals; along with jazz tempos; all of which is
topped off with the dulcet, honeysweet vocals of Elena Botica.The
virtuous guitar rhythms of Abel Sánchez are a pleasure to the
ears, the jazz element is added by Joseph Carpentier on saxophone
and  Jonas  Fehrenberg  on  bass,  while  the  deep  rhythmic,  almost
tribal passions of flamenco are brought to life by both Fehrenberg
and  RomeoNatour  on  the  cajón.  Furthermore,  Botica  adds  Eastern
musical  sounds  on  the  flute  on  some  tracks  along  with  Natour
creating an array of percussion patterns of various inspirations.”

World Music Travel Blog, Jenny O  ́Connor



BIO

"Nueva Tharsis" was released in 2008 by guitarist and composer
Abel Sánchez, as an offering to his native Andalusia. After moving
to Berlin, the group Azuleo arose out of many musical gatherings
in the Berlin music scene. The compositions on the first album
"Contigo" were born from collaborations with singer and flutist
Elena  Botica.  Other  components  of  Azuleo  include  French  jazz
saxophonist Joseph Carpentier, Romeo Natour, a percussionist and
native  of  Palestine,  and  Berlin  multi-instrumentalist  and
recording engineer Jonas Fehrenberg. “Contigo” was released at the
legendary  Círculo  de  Artes  and  presented  in  Bilbao,  Antequera,
Barcelona, Brussels, Paris, Maastricht, Köln, Dresden, Leipzig and
more  european  cities.  In  june,  Azuleo  travelled  to  Brazil  to
perform  at  the  Dragao  do  Mundo  Festival  in  Fortaleza,  sharing
stage with Tony Allen.

One year after, their second album “La Senda” was released in
Berlin,  warm  embraced  by  critics  and  audience.  Including
collaborations  of  Brussels-based  violin  player  Cristina  Pascual
and showing the ongoing musical evolution and creativity of the
band, this album was a launch pad to play in several festivals and
venues all around Europe. In december 2015, Azuleo announced the
replacement  of  the  former  percussion  player  by  Antonio  Piñera
“Pumuki” and performed at the Flamenco en Berlín Festival, with
big flamenco names as Rocío Molina or Belén Maya. 

Nowadays, their third album is already recorded and will be out in
summer 2016. Azuleo creates a fusion which captivates audiences
worldwide, making concerts by Azuleo profound and unique musical
experiences.

“Azuleo's Cd is a
wonderful surprise. 
Its collection of twelve
selections certainly
offers up 
a variety of sounds.
Tight ensemble playing,
creative arrangements,
and memorable singing 
all come together in
this expressive uni
quely original CD 
with solid musician
ship. Members are
connected in the same
improvisational pulse. Each track is tuneful and rhythmic with 
multilayered grooves, splashes of Middle Eastern flavors and 



liltling soundscapes. Loaded with musical energy, their tunes 
meander their way across the enthusiastic musical terrain creating
inspiring & infectious rhythms.”

Did somebody say flamenco? Blog, California

DISCOGRAPHY

                     Contigo (2013)                       La Senda (2014)
       
Both albums avalaibles at Amazon and Azuleo Online Shop at 
www.azuleo.de  
             

SHOWS (selection)

Nikodemus Kirche 2011, Berlin (Germany)
Werkstatt der Kulturen 2011, Berlin (Germany)
Dragao do Mundo Festival 2013, Fortaleza (Brasil)
Jam In Jette Festival 2013, Brussels (Belgium)
Círculo de Artes 2013, Toledo (Spain)
Teatro Torcal 2013, Antequera (Spain)
Karneval der Kulturen 2013, Berlin (Germany)
Landbouwbelang 2013, Maastricht (Nederlands)
BFlat Jazzclub 2013, 2014, 2015 Berlin (Germany)
HeiligKreuzKirche 2013, Berlin (Germany)
Harmonie Café 2013, Paris (France)
Gitannekesfoor Festival 2013, Herselt (Belgium)
Folklorum Festival 2013, Görlitz (Germany)
Berliner Hoffest am Roter Rathaus 2014, Berlin
Pflasterspektakel Festival 2014, Linz (Austria)
Neuchatel Buskers Festival 2014, Neuchâtel (Switzerland)
Ferrara Buskers Festival 2015, Ferrara (Italy)
Pflasterzauber Festival 2015, Hildesheim (Germany)
WABE, Berlin (Germany)
Fusion Festival, Lärz (Germany)
Flamenco en Berlin Festival 2015, Berlin (Germany)
Frannz Club, Berlin (Germany)



  TOUR PICTURES

                     Ferrara Buskers Festival, Piazza Catedrale

  

     Ferrara Buskers Festival                   Gitannekesfoor Festival         

Dragao do Mundo Festival, Brazil



LINKS

Official website: www.azuleo.de
Bandcamp: www.azuleo.bandcamp.com
Facebook: www.facebook.com/azuleoflamenco
Soundcloud: www.soundcloud.com/azuleomusic
Video Portfolio: http://www.berlinermoment.com/portfolio/azuleola-
muladelmula
Youtube:       https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=br387sal-kA
               https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8OseHS_ipIA
               https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4hYoRRoKkHE

CONTACT

General requests: azuleo@gmx.de
Phone: Germany +49 (0)1634828559
       Spain +34 622951473
Booking: elenabotica@hotmail.com

TECHNICAL RIDER

Instruments:
1. Abel Sánchez  Guitar
2. Elena Botica  Vocals and Flute
3. Joseph Carpentier  Saxophone
4. Antonio Piñera – Cajón and Percussion
5. Jonas Fehrenberg  Electric bass and Guitar

Microphones:
2 X Vocal
1 X Stereo Guitar
1 X Percussion (Snare, Cymbals)
1 X Sax
2 X Cajón
EBass Line signal, DIBox, Amplifier         2 Monitors at least
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